Family practices are challenged to increase productivity, enhance patient care and provide a satisfying work environment for all staff. To understand why some have succeeded while others have struggled, our research group analyzed more than 160 family practices across the country in terms of their clinical and financial outcomes. This work has identified a number of key contributors to practices’ success. We described one of these, the presence of good work relationships, in a previous *FPM* article. Another contributor to success relates to how effectively groups capture, organize and share the knowledge and experiences of individuals in the group and make the information available across the practice—a process known in the business community as knowledge management. This article describes how to foster effective knowledge management in your practice.

**Facilitate talk**

One key knowledge management strategy involves getting practice members to talk to each other about things of benefit to the practice. These discussions can be organized around a tool as sophisticated as an electronic health record (EHR) or staff Intranet or as simple as a coffee machine or nurses’ station. Our research has shown that low-tech tools often trump more expensive ones in fostering work-related conversations that transfer knowledge and improve patient care. Consider these examples:

- The hallway consult between two clinicians about a patient with nonspecific symptoms that leads to a definitive diagnosis;
- The break room discussion between a receptionist and
part-time nurse that leads to a schedule change and more efficient patient flow.

Opportunities for informal interaction are especially important because the knowledge exchanged during these conversations helps employees connect with the practice. Staff members learn the culture of the practice, build trust and develop a sense of value that helps them overcome the hesitation to ask questions and share ideas.

Successful practices resist the perception that “idle” conversation is necessarily inefficient and wasteful. They actively encourage interaction by creating common areas where group members can talk informally and work together and by allowing time for regular meetings.

In addition to creating the space and time for meetings, successful practices encourage participation. Rather than being simply a means to transmit information, meetings are used to gather input, reflect on and solve problems related to current and anticipated challenges, evaluate outcomes of previous decisions, make informed adjustments, provide recognition for ideas and celebrate their successful execution. By spending time and money to facilitate conversations of benefit to the practice, successful practices seem to have more of both.

Encourage action

Empowering employees to put knowledge into action is also critical. Fear and competition often prevent people from doing what they know they should do, so successful practices promote trust and reward risk taking. As a result, people are more likely to act on what they know. Consider these examples:

- A nurse supervisor champions a different configuration of nurses to clinicians that doesn’t turn out as well as expected, prompting a return to the previous arrangement. Rather than criticize the employee or focus on how disruptive the change was, practice leaders should reward the employee with genuine encouragement to test other new ideas in the future.

- A receptionist confronted with a potential add-in decides how best to schedule the patient based on what she knows about the patient’s needs and the doctor’s availability. If the physician chastises her for making an “unauthorized” schedule change, she is likely to punt future requests to another staff member, thereby reducing the efficiency and effectiveness of the practice. Instead, the physician should support her effort.
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The way staff members talk about their work – or one another – also creates barriers to action, which must be addressed for practice initiatives to have a chance to succeed. For instance, a staff member in one practice was tasked with ensuring that physicians complied with coding rules. The office manager observed that the staff member was being referred to as a “pest” and her advice was being largely ignored, so she decided to reframe the staff member’s role and the purpose of compliance. At a practice meeting, the office manager discussed their efforts to improve coding and their overall goal of improving reimbursement and introduced the staff member as a “guardian angel.” The rest of the staff came to see her efforts to clarify a diagnosis or service code as helping them to receive the reimbursement they had earned.

Preserve knowledge

Minimizing disruption caused by employee turnover also is a key to success. High-performing practices realize that much of their success is a result of what each member in the practice knows. They embed this knowledge in the practice using a variety of technical and social tools (see “Knowledge management tools,” below). Operational procedure manuals and clinical protocols are examples of technical tools that can preserve knowledge. Social tools, such as job and task rotation, often complement these technical ones.

Practices can make their existing tools more effective by implementing them throughout the organization and using a balance of technical and social tools. Practices should also involve staff in developing new tools for preserving knowledge, evaluate the effects of the tools and keep them up-to-date.

Simple strategies

The practice of medicine has always relied on the expertise of clinicians and those who support them. As medicine has become increasingly complex, both clinically and administratively, developing and sharing organizational knowledge has become essential as well. While sophisticated technical tools such as EHRs can certainly help practices to manage knowledge, often the most successful strategies involve simple, low-tech efforts that help people talk to each other and work together to implement the mission of the practice. In so doing, practices discover and share new and improved ways of operating and more satisfying work relationships.

Send comments to fpmedit@aafp.org.